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Box I Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

1. QaimsNos.:

because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

2. QaimsNos.:

because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an

extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

3.
| |

QaimsNos.:

because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box II Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

\ This international application includes the following inventions that do
, iipt' fulfill the requirement of unity of invention;

" First invention: claims 1-3, 10-11
Second invention: claim 4

Third invention: claims 5-7
Fourth invention: claims 8-9
Our search on prior-art technologies has found that a matter in claims 1-3,
10-11 is disclosed in the following documents a, b, and therefore is not
evidently novel;
(continued to extra sheet)
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As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search Teport covers all searchable

claims.

2.
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As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying an additional fee, this Authority did not invite payment

of any additional fee.

3. [—
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As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers

only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

4. pT] No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is

restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.: 1 - 3 , 10-11

Remark on Protest
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. The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest.
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No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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Continuation of Box No. II of continuation of first sheet (1)

Document a: JP 2000-347050 A (NHK Spring Co., Ltd.), 2000. 12. 15,
[0011], [0018], Fig. 3 (no family)

Document b: Sasaki T et. Al . ,
xMulti-Channel Power Level Monitor with

Upward-Reflector and Sensor-
Array Integrated in Planar Lightwave Circuit \ Optical Fiber

Communication Conference
(2001) p. WB6.1-WB6.3.

Consequently the invention (first invention) in claims 1-3 , 10-11
is not a special technical feature within the meaning of PCT Rule 13.2,
second sentence, since it makes no contribution over the prior art.

The special technical feature of the invention (second invention)
in claim 4 is that an optical detector-mounting member is installed tilted
with respect to the top surface of an optical circuit.

The special technical feature of the invention (third invention) in
claims 5-7 involves providing an optical path changing means for changing
the optical path of a reflection light.

The special technical feature of the invention (fourth invention)
in claims 8-9 is that an optical detector is placed on the top surface
of an optical circuit, and the light incident surface of the optical
detector is tilted with respect to the top surface of the optical circuit.

There exists no feature common to the above second, third and fourth
inventions that is considered to be a special technical feature within
the meaning of PCT Rule 13.2, second sentence, and no technical
relationship can be found.
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